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CEO

After having invested 11 years of my life in the Bigen
Group, the time has come for me to announce my
retirement from Bigen at the end of this year.
I remember the day when I joined Bigen as CEO
more than a decade ago, as if it was yesterday. At
the time, I realised that what South Africa, and
indeed the rest of Africa, needed was a Bigen Group
that functioned not only as an engineering firm,
but as an infrastructure development company
driving socio-economic change. My vision was
to make a real and proactive contribution in the
transformation of lives and livelihoods across Africa.
Having grown up in extreme poverty, I realised how
important infrastructure could be in transforming
the lives of impoverished Africans especially if the
element of beneficiation is introduced for those
living on the periphery of a project. Today, just over a
decade later, I have witnessed the Group realise this
vision and grow remarkably, based on a business
approach strongly focused on development impact
and innovative value-adding service offerings. The
success the Group has achieved and the reputation
it has earned as a market leader, represents not only
the united efforts of steadfast shareholders and a
devoted board of directors, but also outstanding
leadership, committed employees, loyal clients
and partners.

THERE ARE NO WORDS TO DESCRIBE
HOW MUCH EACH ONE OF YOU
HAVE ENRICHED MY LIFE AND HOW
PRIVILEGED AND HONOURED I
HAVE BEEN WORKING WITH SUCH
A REMARKABLE TEAM. NEVER IN
MY CAREER HAVE I SEEN SO MANY
WONDERFUL AND DIVERSE PEOPLE
WORKING TOGETHER FOR THE
COMMON GOAL OF ‘DOING GOOD
WHILE DOING BUSINESS’ AND, IN
EFFECT, CHANGING THE QUALITY OF
LIVES AND SAVING THE LIVELIHOODS
OF SO MANY PEOPLE!

Looking back, I am so proud of how much we
have managed to achieve together! With you at
our side, we have during the past eleven years
provided projects to the value of more than $14
billion in the housing, education, health, water
and sanitation, transportation and energy sectors
driving development impact across Africa. But the
real worth of all this infrastructure does not lie in
the monetary value thereof, but in the development
impact such as poverty alleviation, job creation,
enterprise development and local economic
development to name a few. Our efforts to support
countries to achieve the targets as set by the United
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) by
2030, must never falter.

Throughout this largely unchartered territory we
have managed to protect our employees, clients,
communities and other stakeholders as we
reinvented and strengthen our business in order
to continue “doing good while doing business.”
While the pandemic is a horrific event in human
history, I believe it has strengthened many of us and
stretched our capabilities. It is a precious moment
when we realise that the adversity we experienced
has not broken us, but fostered our growth.
In addition, to me the success of what we do is not
measured in terms of how many roads we have
managed to build, or how many dams we have
designed, or how many structures we have erected,
but rather by how many people we have enabled
to safely commute to work or school as a result of
the roads and railways we have built and how many
people’s lives we have saved by giving them access to
liveable homes with electricity, water and sanitation
as well as accessible healthcare.
During the past few years our infrastructure
projects in more than 19 African countries have
wrought life-saving changes and includes:
• The development and delivery in excess of 320,000
housing opportunities across the continent;
• The delivery of various energy solutions to over
400,000 households across the continent;
• The provision of access to economic opportunities,
movement of goods and services through roads,
rail and bridge projects in excess of 4,500km;
• The provision of clean drinking water and human
dignity by means of formalized sanitation
solutions to around 600,000 households;
• More than 42,000 schools projects in South Africa
alone;
• Improved health care infrastructure benefitting
1,2 million people.
Together we have conquered many unnerving
business challenges accompanied by numerous
bombshells, unpredictable gyrations and obstacles.
The lasting global economic downturn and the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic have placed
many leaders, people, businesses and companies
in a testing time of resilience, innovation and focus.
And yet, collectively we triumphed and remained
profitable and operational through the various levels
of lockdown including the strict lockdown level 5.

I AM VERY CONFIDENT
AND EXCITED TO HAND
OVER THE BATON TO
MY SUCCESSOR, MR
LUTHANDO VUTULA,
WHO WILL TAKE OVER AS
CEO FROM 1 OCTOBER.
Luthando shares my passion for socio-economic
development in Africa. I know with your continued
support, Luthando will take Bigen and the
infrastructure development landscape forward in
an increased effort to sculpt a prosperous future
for all.
Given Africa’s continued dire infrastructure
development gaps, I am happy to inform you that
my vision for a transformed Africa continues as I join
Gridworks, a development and investment platform
targeting equity investments in transmission,
distribution and off-grid electricity in Africa backed
by the CDC Group in the United Kingdom. I will
futhermore serve as a member of Council at one
of the most prominent higher learning institutions,
the University of the Free State, under Professor
Francis Pietersen’s leadership.
These opportunities afford me the platform to
continue having a voice not only in the infrastructure
space, but also in the education space advocating
the importance of education for our people on our
continent. I am humbled to have been called to this
role and thank God Almighty for placing me with
Bigen which gave me the profile that I have today!

REACHING THIS FINAL
CROSSROADS AS CEO OF THE
BIGEN GROUP I WOULD LIKE
TO EXPRESS MY HEARTFELT
APPRECIATION TO OUR MANY
STAKEHOLDERS –
our shareholders, board, employees, development
partners and clients - for all their support and
contributions, both large and small and for having the
courage to dare, the space to honour God Almighty,
the opportunity to learn and make mistakes, and the
support to achieve together!
May Bigen succeed even higher in the years to come. I
bless you to continue to be a blessing to Africa!
Na nkhensa swinene!
Dr Snowy Khoza
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Bigen has announced the retirement of
current CEO, Dr Snowy Khoza who has
been at the helm since 1 October 2010
holding the distinct roles as the group
CEO and executive chairperson of Bigen
Africa Group Holdings. Dr Khoza will be
going on a well-deserved and planned
retirement on 31 December 2021 and
has handed the baton to Mr Luthando
Vutula as CEO incumbent on 1 August,
providing ample time to complete a
proper hand-over before he fully takes
over the helm on 1 October 2021.
Internationally acclaimed as an astute
business professional and the recipient
of numerous prestigious local and
international awards, including being
named as one of Africa’s most influential
women in 2020, Dr Khoza was the first
female in South Africa to lead a major
infrastructure development company.
During the past 11 years, Dr Khoza was
particularly successful in spearheading
Bigen’s repositioning from a conventional
South African civil engineering firm, to
an African infrastructure development
leader in deliberate pursuit of improving
livelihoods for the people of Africa.
Non-executive chair of the Bigen
Board ,Mr Kelepile Dintwe,
announced imminent executive
leadership changes at infrastructure
development group, Bigen.

Mr Kelepile Dintwe, non-executive chair
of the Bigen Board, pronounced Dr Khoza
as a dynamic and inspiring visionary
with remarkable leadership acumen
and in a recent public announcement,
said: “The immeasurable business value
created by Dr Khoza during her tenure
at Bigen can never be overstated, which
spans across a successful growth phase
of the business to navigating the global
economic shakedowns within the built
and environment sector seen over the
past three years, and recently the obvious
impacts of the COVID- 19 pandemic.

On behalf of the Bigen Board and shareholders of the
company, I would like to thank Dr Khoza for her years of
dedication, passion, commitment with integrity and vision
to bring the company where it is today.”
Dr Khoza described her tenure with the Bigen Group as
a humbling journey of reaching new pinnacles of success
and of immense fulfilment, especially considering the
remarkable difference Bigen has made to the livelihoods
of millions living on the African continent: “There are no
words that can express how sincerely grateful I am for the
privilege and honour to have been part of the Bigen family
for the past 11 years.
Together with an exceptional board of directors, visionary
leaders, shareholders, loyal clients and steadfast employees,
we have reinvented and strengthened Bigen to the point
where we are now regarded as a leading champion of
the infrastructure development impact agenda in Africa.
Together, we have not only improved the quality of life of
millions of people across the African continent, but also
earned a solid reputation as partner of choice in helping
the continent achieve its Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) by 2030.”
Entering a new era of leadership
“Starting a leadership transition process to a close a
remarkable era of growth, transformation and sustainable
business reinforcement under the admirable leadership of
Dr Khoza, and opens the doors to the continued shaping of
the group into a new growth trajectory” says Dintwe. “Mr
Vutula is a highly revered and successful business leader
with extensive years of experience in similar markets to
Bigen, and we look forward to him building on the solid
foundation and momentum achieved by the outgoing
CEO and the Bigen leadership team.”
Previously the CEO of Ubank, Vutula hails from an impressive
business background where he has held senior executive and
non-executive positions in major South African development,
management and finance companies, contributing at main
Board level to the setting and implementing of strategic
policies. He brings to the table years of experience, business
acumen and leadership skills honed from leading highperformance teams and extensive exposure to infrastructure
development on a national and international level. Having
established networks in all tiers of the South African
Government, Vutula is involved with various multinational
agencies and diplomatic circles in Africa, Scandinavia
and North America, as well as donor agencies such as The
United States Agency for International Development and the
European Union.

Mr Luthando Vutula has been appointed as the CEO of Bigen
following the retirement of current CEO, Dr Snowy Khoza.

Iconic business leader, Dr Snowy Khoza, is set to retire from the
Bigen Group by the end of this year.

Before accepting the position as CEO of Bigen,
Vutula held the positions of CEO at wellestablished financial services provider, Ubank,
Head of Sectors at ABSA Retail and Business
Bank, Managing Executive ABSA Home Loans,
and Managing Director of ABSA DEVCO. Prior to
joining ABSA, he served on the executive level
at the National Housing Finance Corporation,
where he was responsible for a number of
portfolios. He chaired several Boards in both the
private and public sectors.

“I am honoured to follow in the impressive
footsteps of my predecessor, Dr Snowy Khoza,”
says Vutula. “During her dynamic tenure of eight
years as CEO and three years as executive chair of
Bigen, she accomplished remarkable feats and
developed Bigen from being a South African
based consulting engineering firm, to a driver of
socio-economic change across Africa through
innovative,
solutions-focused
engineering,
advisory and infrastructure development.

Regarded as a thought leader and trendsetter,
Vutula is no stranger to the media. Known and
widely respected at key decision-making levels
in the SA housing industry, financial sector,
and in the public sector at national, provincial
and local levels, he is often quoted as an expert
on issues such as inner-city regeneration and
social housing.
Amongst
numerous
other
academic
achievements, Vutula holds a Master’s Degree
in Development Finance f rom the University
of Stellenbosch, a BA Honours Degree in
Business Administration from the University
of Stellenbosch and a Bachelor’s Degree in
Economics and Accounting f rom the University
of Botswana.

I AM EXCITED TO
CONTINUE HER LEGACY,
AND WHILE SOME THINGS
MAY CHANGE, CERTAIN
THINGS WILL ALWAYS
BE PRIORITISED IN OUR
DECISION-MAKING: OUR
PEOPLE, OUR CONTINENT,
CREATING WEALTH FOR
OUR STAKEHOLDERS AND
LEAVING A LEGACY WE
ARE PROUD OF.”

“There is enormous opportunity for the
Bigen Group, to not only rebuild Africa in the
aftermath of COVID-19 and the recent South African
civil unrest and plundering, but also to assist Africa
in reaching its 2030 Sustainable Development
Goals. Although we are filled with mixed emotions
having to say goodbye to the iconic Dr Snowy Khoza
as CEO, we are also looking forward to
Mr Vutula joining our family and helping us to
achieve continued success” says Dintwe.

“Because of Dr Khoza’s drive and
distinguished ability of turning Bigen into an
infrastructure development leader, we are ready to
take on the future with unstoppable enthusiasm
and vigour. We are confident that as we say
goodbye to one remarkable visionary and welcome
another, we will open yet another chapter of
ongoing success and build on our legacy of satisfied
clients across Africa.”

celebrates
bigen

50 years
of “doing good”
– infrastructure development to improve quality of life

The Bigen Group has, since its inception 50 years
ago, earned a solid reputation as an innovative,
solutions-focused engineering and infrastructure
development partner and employer of choice,
invested in the future of Africa. Powering social
and economic growth by developing sustainable
infrastructure across Africa, the Bigen Group
is an influential contributor to socio-economic
development (SED) across Africa, creating and
sharing wealth for all its stakeholders.

Humble beginnings
Bigen started from humble beginnings 50 years
ago as a small engineering consultancy operating
from
Polokwane, South Africa. Throughout its
journey of half-a-century, the group has grown
and transformed from a traditional engineering
consultancy operating from one office in
Polokwane, to an engineering firm operating from
8 regional offices in South Africa, to a truly African
infrastructure development group of companies
with its headquarters based in Mauritius and
South Africa and with office representation in
Kenya, Ghana, Botswana, Mozambique, Namibia,
and Zambia.

During the past 5 decades, the Bigen Group has
kept pace with the fast-growing infrastructure
development needs of the continent and has
evolved to be a powerful change-maker in the
agricultural, water and sanitation, real estate,
transportation, energy, health, and development
advisory sectors, responding to the continent’s
socio-economic development needs with a blend
of financial, technical, environmental, development
impact and advisory and institutional services.

This is based on the group’s “one-stop” capability,
strong social and environmental conscience,
and core vision to improve quality of life through
infrastructure which provides sustainable social
and economic benefits for countries, regions and
communities. The group’s philosophy is embodied
in its creed of “doing good while doing business”
which is consistently evident in the socio-economic
impacts derived from every project the Group
undertakes.

Profit with purpose
As an African group, working in Africa for the people
of Africa, the group has become extremely adept
in achieving a keen balance between profitability
and its passion for beneficiating community wellbeing aligned with helping the continent achieve
its Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030.
Achieving these goals has become especially critical
since the outbreak of the COVID- 19 pandemic
which, according to a World Bank Report, has forced
up to 40 million people living in Africa into extreme
poverty. This is severely impacting the achievement
of the SDGs, of which SDG1 (no poverty by 2030) is
suffering the largest setback.

Touching lives through a legacy of quality projects
Building cohesive, resilient and prosperous
societies, the group has a rich legacy of quality
projects in more than 19 African countries and a
proven track record of providing socio-economic
development impact solutions across the African
continent increasing access to services, reducing
poverty, building capacity and generating
opportunities for increased economic participation
and employment.

African governments cannot meet the growing
infrastructure development needs of urban,
peri-urban and rural populations, as well as their
poverty alleviation goals, alone. From the many
lessons learnt over the past 50 years, the group
understands that in this era of socio-economic
transformation, public and private enterprises need
to partner with experienced service providers who
can offer synergistic benefits, joint value creation
and practical solutions to support the achievement
of Africa’s Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.

BIGEN, WITH ITS GOAL OF
MAXIMISING INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA TO
BOOST SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT OUTCOMES, IS
REGARDED AS A PARTNER OF
CHOICE FOR GOVERNMENTS
SEEKING TO REACH THEIR SDGS.

The development and implementation of a 360km strategic water
transfer system for the Botswana Government has not only resulted
in a Best International Project award for Bigen but also wrought
improvements to socio-economic conditions in capital city Gaborone.

Interconnectedness and accessibility are key economic
drivers, and Bigen plays a key role in ensuring these through
the development of roads, ports and communication
network infrastructure, as well as the provision of services and
facilities such as schools, hospitals and clinics. In vulnerable
and disadvantaged communities, such infrastructure can
revolutionise the quality of life and local economies.
During the past few years alone, Bigen has improved the
lives of millions of people and continues to support national
economies through expanding and improving port terminals;
providing telecommunication services and completing
feasibility studies such as for mines and hospitals.
Bigen is often described as “engineers with a conscience”
producing top-quality projects on brief, on time, within
budget and with development impact always top of mind. It
is, therefore, no surprise that the group has been appointed
on many state of the art projects throughout the years,
notably the award-winning North-South Carrier Water
Transfer Scheme in Botswana, the Walvis Bay to Kranzberg
Rail project in Namibia, the award-winning Klarinet
Ministerial Integrated Housing Project and the prime Val de
Vie Estate projects in South Africa.

More recently the group was also
appointed as civil and electrical engineers
on the world-class Tambo Springs Logistics
Gateway project. Strategically situated on
the southern periphery of Ekurhuleni near
the OR Tambo International Airport and
several major road networks, the facility is
expected to unlock economic growth and
job creation of more than 8 000 direct jobs
in the province. Seamlessly integrating
road, rail, air and sea transportation
of freight, it is a key platform for the
manufacturing, distribution, warehousing
and shipping industries, and will likely
double the province’s freight capacity.

FURTHER AFIELD IN OTHER
AFRICAN COUNTRIES
THE GROUP IS MAKING A
REMARKABLE DIFFERENCE
IN PROVIDING IMPROVED
ACCESS TO QUALITY
HEALTHCARE FOR
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE
ACROSS THE CONTINENT.
Through its involvement with many health
projects such as the Konza Hospital in
Kenya, Women & Children’s Hospital in
Lesotho, Kampala Hospital in Uganda
and the Riverside Private Hospital in
Francistown, Botswana. The Group has
assisted in bringing improved health care
infrastructure to 1, 2 million people in one
year alone.

Through its involvement with many health projects such as the Konza Hospital in
Kenya, Women & Children’s Hospital in Lesotho, Kampala Hospital in Uganda and
the Riverside Private Hospital in Francistown, Botswana, the Group has assisted in
bringing improved health care infrastructure to 1, 2 million people in one year alone.

Examples of Bigen’s commitment to improving
quality of life is plentiful. Today, in a rural village in
Africa, another husband and father has regained
his dignity because he is now able to provide for
his family, thanks to being trained in a skill on an
infrastructure development project managed
by Bigen. This man’s wife is able to spend more
time with their young child and help him with his
homework because she no longer has to walk long
distances to fetch water – there is now running
water in her home, designed and facilitated by
Bigen. And no longer does her child have to study
by candle light, thanks to a nearby energy source
designed by Bigen.

Also in Africa, downstream farmers somewhere in
Limpopo are now able to raise healthy crops for a
sustainable living thanks to an irrigation pipeline
that Bigen facilitated as a value add when it planned
the raising of a nearby dam wall.
Unskilled and semi-skilled labour is locally sourced
and local sub-contractors are supported to do the
work. Inclusivity, localisation, indigenisation and
beneficiation are inextricably linked to the Group’s
planning, design and execution of all its projects.

AFTER HALF-A-CENTURY OF
WORKING IN AFRICA, FOR AFRICA,
THE BIGEN GROUP HAS LEARNED
THAT THEY GROW BY
UPLIFTING OTHERS.

Bigen is providing consulting civil and electrical engineering services as well as development management services for the upmarket Val de Vie Estate
situated in the Paarl-Franschhoek valley in the Western Cape, South Africa.

adding

value to the

NORTHERN CAPE

Recognised as a market leader in the
infrastructure and engineering space,
we appreciate our clients’ needs to go
beyond mere service delivery. We have
therefore fused our in-depth experience
and knowledge of finding infrastructure
development solutions with a bespoke
development advisory and impact service
offering to maximise impacts such as
job creation, SMME empowerment, skills
training and development. Our rich legacy
of projects in all nine provinces of South
Africa and in more than 19 other African
countries, bears proud testimony of our
human-centric approach to growing and
investing in local economies to improve
the quality of life.
In the Northern Cape, Bigen has made a
real difference to the lives of many local
communities through a host of quality
projects facilitating easier access to housing,
water and sanitation, transportation and
health services. Our focus has always been
on making a real and lasting difference to
the communities surrounding our projects
and to create ongoing value even after
completion of our projects.
A glance at some of our
Northern Cape projects
All projects undertaken by Bigen in the
Northern Cape illustrate the Group’s
significant contribution to development
impact and addressing national
development needs.

Lerato Park Integrated Housing Development Project,
Kimberley
In the 19th century, industrialised Europe struggled to cope
with the influx of impoverished rural people into urban areas.
As the urban sprawl grew, innovative counter measures
started creating initiatives that provided better housing,
better living conditions and ultimately better towns, designed
to create a new urban future.
Centuries later, the rapid urban influx of the rural indigent
and inter-urban migration patterns, are similarly placing
pressures on cities in the developing world, specifically also
in Africa. The result has been a seemingly unabated spread
of poorly serviced slums on the outskirts of cities in countries
across the region.
South Africa’s initial response to rapid urbanisation – arguably
one of the most significant social trends of our generation –
resulted in the now infamous, poorly located and sterile RDP
townships. Similar to the 19th century European experience,
and not unexpectedly, initiatives to counter this historic
phenomenon and significantly improve the urbanisation
outcome in South Africa are gaining momentum.
At the forefront of conceptualising integrated suburbs of the
future, Bigen is creating a significant footprint in improving
the quality and infrastructure of urban sprawl with integrated
new developments.
Creating this new urban landscape may sound utopian,
yet Bigen’s innovative approach and attention to client’s
needs make it possible, practical and executable. A perfect
example of the changing ways urban settlements and towns
are being build, is the Lerato Park housing project located on
the outskirts of the city of Kimberley in the Northern Cape.

Giving impetus to the governments’
Breaking New Ground Development
Strategy aiming to phase out unsafe and
economically unsustainable communities
offering little or no social integration, sound
infrastructure or basic services, Lerato Park
offers mixed income, multi-modal housing
opportunities with amenities supported by
high service levels.
The Sol Plaatje Municipality has approved
the town planning of 4 654 subsidised,
institutional and bonded units and the
Department of Cooperative Governance,
Human Affairs and Traditional Affairs
(COGHSTA) of the Northern Cape Province
appointed Bigen as the project managers,
site supervisors and engineers on the
project. Bigen is also working with the
Department of Social Development and
the Northern Cape Department of Health
to build a multi-purpose social / community
and health facility to be utilized for social,
health and training purposes to the benefit
of the people that reside in Lerato Park and
the surrounding areas.
Snake Park Housing Project, Kimberley
Bigen has been appointed by the Housing
Development
Agency
as
beneficiary
administrators and social facilitators for
the construction of top structures on 1 660
serviced sites at the Snake Park informal
settlement located in Sol Plaatje
in Kimberley.

In keeping with the theme of developing integrated
human settlements aimed at transforming spatial housing
patterns in South Africa, Bigen is supporting the National
Department of Human Settlements (NDoHS) in creating
more inclusive and denser, mixed‐use urban areas in line
with the government’s breaking new ground strategy.
NDoHS has introduced a number of progressive policies
in pursuit of sustainable human settlements supporting
South Africa’s national agenda of, amongst others,
incremental, in situ upgrading of informal settlements
as a key strategy for fighting poverty and inequality.
Policies such as the Breaking New Ground (BNG) of 2004
and the National Housing Code (NHC) of 2009, are both
fundamentally concerned with the efficient delivery of
quality housing which are suitably located and have access
to basic services such as health, education and recreational
facilities to promote social cohesion.
The objective of the Snake Park Housing project is to make
formal housing opportunities available for eligible people
based on income and number of dependents. The people of
the Northern Cape has long since been protesting against
inadequate housing especially in the Sol Plaatje Municipal
area, and this project will go a long way in addressing one of
the biggest and most contentious social issues in the region.
In addition, this project will also create numerous local
economic development spin-offs especially in terms of job
creation for the youth, women, persons with disabilities
and military veterans who are often excluded from actively
participating in labour-intensive construction activities.

One of the well-built tin shacks currently within the Snake Park informal settlement and which is proposed to be converted into a formal structure
under the Breaking New Ground (BNG) programme implemented by the HDA. However, the implementation of this programme has proven to be slightly
challenging for those informal settlement dwellers that have built shacks such as the one above, which is bigger in size than the proposed BNG houses.

Galeshewe Day Hospital Maternity Ward
As part of the expanded public works programme, Bigen
met an almost impossible tight deadline by completing
the refurbishment of the Galeshewe Day Hospital Maternity
Ward project within three weeks. In line with Bigen’s
philosophy of consciously creating development impact
and economic spin-offs in the communities surrounding
our projects, Bigen not only appointed local contractors,
but also trained 30 local unemployed youths of legal age
and from child-headed households to form part of the
labour team. The project not only drew high praise from
various officials but resulted in two additional contracts in
the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP).
Some of the comments received were:

“I wish to thank all who made this important
project possible, and believed in the department’s
commitment.” – Dr KM Mbulawa, Office of the MEC
“Thank you for the excellent and speedy
execution of the project. It is exciting to see the
facility like this, I still can’t believe it was done
Northern Cape Premier, Dr Zamani Saul (left) cutting the
ceremonial ribbon at the official opening of the maternity
ward at Galeshewe Day Hospital.

in three weeks!” – Mawabo Ntolozi, Department of
Infrastructure Delivery, Northern Cape Department
of Health

“It was a great honour to work with such a
formidable team from Bigen. The team consisting
of different contractors from the district (Francis
Baard), and the imparting of skills to the 30 EPWP
workers was one of the highlights for me.” – Godfrey

Moncho, Department of Infrastructure Delivery

“A job well done to you all! Impressive work
we have seen on site – clearly shows that ‘it can
be done’!” – Riaan Jaer, Manager: EPWP Infrastructure
Sector, Technical Support

Bigen is pleased to be partnering with the Northern Cape
to assist the province in meeting its provincial development
goals while also “doing good while doing business”
through promoting skills development, local participation,
socio-economic development and sustainable service
delivery on projects.

business

continuity during the

COVID SEASON

COVID-19 left almost no aspect of
human life untouched, creating chaos
at economic, health, social, mental
and financial levels for people across
most countries. Economic uncertainty
continues
to
compromise
the
sustainability of businesses, industries
and
national
economies
as
the
challenges keep arising with no certain
relief in sight. Almost two years after
the coronavirus pandemic first impacted
national economies across the globe,
compromising humanity in its totality,
Bigen remains an important stakeholder
in
the
infrastructure
development
landscape across Africa.
The Bigen Group immediately rose to the
unique challenges associated with COVID
by rapidly adapting and reorganising its
operational processes to ensure business
continuity and survival. This included
launching a lockdown operating plan in line
with national directives, to preserve both
the lives and livelihoods of stakeholders
such as clients, partners, employees,
communities and contractors. “Classified
as an essential service, we were able to
operate even during the tight lockdown
level 5,” says Bigen chief operating officer,
Deon Fabel.

“By leveraging our advanced technology systems and
infrastructure, we were able to effectively and seamlessly
work remotely, and continued to provide uninterrupted
services in the majority of sectors even during the
unprecedented challenges we were faced with.”
During the COVID season, Bigen regards supporting
government in its quest to combat this disease by supplying
potable water, critical for impoverished communities, and
to comply with national directives, including hygiene and
hand washing. The upgrading and erection of temporary
healthcare facilities to accommodate COVID-19 patients,
were some of the critically important projects Bigen was
able to undertake for, inter alia, its Department of Health
clients. The group also managed to donate thousands of
masks and hand sanitisers to impoverished communities
and with development impact always top of mind, its
projects during the COVID season persistently improved
the quality of life of thousands of people.

“Bigen is pleased to have been able to provide
these critical services to the government in
support of its efforts to treat patients, safeguard
other citizens and protect livelihoods” says Fabel.
“We are demonstrating excellent sustainability
and potential for the future in the face of a ‘new
normal’ resulting from the pandemic.”
To boost investment and growth, President Ramaphosa
announced on 15 October 2020, South Africa’s post-lockdown
economic recovery plan, with a particularly strong focus
on infrastructure development. Envisaged is a R1 trillion
investment with pledges amounting to R664 billion, with
R170 billion in capital expenditure already committed. For
all of the sectors that the Bigen Group operates in, this
recovery plan holds vast potential. Bigen is involved, by way
of engagement on specific projects, in the South African
Strategic Integrated Projects (SIP) programme of the
Department of Public Works and Infrastructure under the
presidential Infrastructure Coordinating Commission Council.
At the end of July 2020, 62 strategic integrated projects
(SIPs) were gazetted, six of which involve Bigen namely the:

Mr Deon Fabel, chief operating officer for Bigen, is
confident that Bigen will continue to play a dynamic role in
maximising potential business opportunities and offering
exceptional value to all stakeholders even amidst the
COVID season.

• Phase 2A of the Mokolo Crocodile River (West)
augmentation project, Limpopo.
• Rehabilitation of the Vaalharts-Taung irrigation scheme,
Northern Cape and North West.
• Berg River Voëlvlei augmentation scheme, Western Cape.
• Phase 2 of the Lesotho Highlands water project, Gauteng.
• Lufhereng development, Gauteng
• Vista Park 2 and 3, Free State.

transportationECONOMY

the lifeblood of a thriving

Considering the impact of the transport
sector on the livelihoods and economy
of South Africa, it is not difficult to
understand why we are celebrating
Transport
Month
annually
during
October. Transportation plays a critical
role in driving economic growth and in
South Africa alone, contributes around 6,
5 % to GDP and accounts for up to 15% of
household expenditure. The South African
taxi industry, for example, transports 14
million commuters daily and represents
71% of the community public labour force,
and, in addition, transport infrastructure
projects are a major source of job creation.

“The Bigen Group is well aware of the importance of
transportation as an enabler for trade and socio-economic
growth in Africa,” says Henk Bester, managing director of
Bigen’s transport directorate. “Despite recent progress,
only about one-tenth of trade is intra-regional. Improving
the region’s cross-border transportation network to move
goods, people and services more effectively is an imperative
for creating future prosperity. However, transporting
people and goods is also the largest contributor to carbon
emissions (28%) and I believe the future holds dramatic
change to minimise this. Within the next ten years working
from home, electric cars, e-hailing rides, car sharing, drones,
autonomous buses and trains, scooters and so forth will be
the new normal.”
At Bigen, our transportation footprint runs deep in countries
across Africa where we have delivered transportation
solutions successfully for more than 30 years. We combine
our embedded expertise and a keen understanding of
Africa’s transportation challenges in multi-disciplinary
teams that are expertly equipped to service a wide range of
public and private sector clients. Our specialists develop new
ports, terminals, roads and railways and create innovative
cost-effective and sustainable solutions for the upgrading,
rehabilitation, refurbished or new infrastructure.
Wherever we work, our transportation services furthermore
contribute significantly to social and economic development
impact. We have pioneered emerging contractor
development in road construction and maintenance and
developed in-house procurement strategies for contractors
to maximise small business development and localisation.

Bigen’s Henk Bester, managing director of transport,
believes transportation is a life-giving artery in industry,
commerce and societal well-being.

Bigen has been appointed to provide engineering, procurement and construction
management services for the upgrading and improving of the 220km railway line
between Walvis Bay and Kranzberg as part of the larger upgrade to Tsumeb (part
of the Namibia National Development Plan), to increase income equality, create
jobs and high sustained economic growth.

WHEREVER WE WORK, OUR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
FURTHERMORE CONTRIBUTE SIGNIFICANTLY TO SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IMPACT. WE HAVE PIONEERED EMERGING
CONTRACTOR DEVELOPMENT IN ROAD CONSTRUCTION
This is specifically relevant in the N$ 4 billion Walvis Bay to Kranzberg Rail Project in Namibia. This project
entails the upgrading and improving of a 220km railway line between Walvis Bay and Kranzberg as part of
the larger upgrade to Tsumeb (part of the Namibia National Development Plan) to increase income equality
and create jobs and enhanced sustainable economic growth. Completion of this project will accelerate
government’s goal of migrating road to rail freight and making long distance freight transport more
affordable. In addition this project will open up critical corridors to landlocked countries.
The intended development impact or expected opportunities that this project will generate include:
• 125 – 140 professional jobs;
• 1 900 – 2 000 semi-and unskilled labour appointments;
• 4 000 – 5 000 total indirect jobs.

• 500 – 600 skilled labour appointments;
• 2 500 – 2 750 informal labour opportunities, and

Bigen was appointed as the engineering, procurement and construction management engineers on the
Walvis Bay to Kranzberg project which included initial studies to confirm the upgrading strategy and freight
demand profile for the next decade, and the development of a procurement strategy to ensure efficiency
and economic value.
Other recent projects in Bigen’s impressive repertoire of transportation development include:
•
•
•
•
•

Development and expansion of an existing coal siding at Carolina in Mpumalanga, South Africa;
Feasibility study for the development of a new inland container depot in Eswatini, called Matsapha ICD;
Early engineering works and concept development for a new dry port in the western region of Ghana
Logistical solution and implementation on a LLP basis for coal transport from Zimbabwe to South Africa
Assistance to Tongaat in project controls and general project management for the real estate suite of
projects, Umlanga region South Africa
• Technical solutions and advise for the North South Corridor between Zambia and South Africa; and
• Design validation and site supervision of the Pokuase interchange in Ghana.
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BUILDERS AND MAKERS: TOWARDS ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
By Dr McLean Sibanda, managing director of Bigen Global Limited

Recently, I read an article written by my good friend Prof
Tshilidzi Marwala together with Bhaso Ndzendze, entitled
“(Un)made in South Africa: A nation’s elusive quest for
industrialisation.” This article made me think more deeply
about a few things that have been bothering me.
During my previous tenure as CEO of The Innovation Hub
the Gauteng Provincial Government under Premier David
Makhura emphasised “Reindustrialisation” as one of the
strategies for economic recovery and creating jobs.

McLean Sibanda, Ph.D., managing director Bigen Global
Limited, is a published Author of the book “Nuts & Bolts –
Strengthening Africa’s Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Ecosystem”, and an innovation expert that has worked
extensively in Africa and has advised SADC, AU, various
governments (Eswatini, South Africa, and Tanzania).

This was premised on the understanding that the highest
prospects of job creation for middle-income country such
as South Africa, are in manufacturing, essentially a byproduct of industrialisation. At the time, one of the sectors
we focused on was the Green Economy, which we believed
had the potential to create an estimated 500,000 jobs in
the long term and around 100,000 jobs in the short term,
in South Africa alone. One of the biggest challenges to
unlocking the potential of this sector was the skills deficit, in
particular the lack of engineers and technicians. In addition,
what we lack is an entrepreneurial ‘maker culture’ or do-ityourself if you like. This leads to missed opportunities and
makes South Africa reliant on imports for things that it
can manufacture from the abundant raw materials it has.
Consider for example, the manufacturing opportunities in
waste management, converting waste to useful products.
In South Korea, a designer is looking for intellectual
property protection after developing a method to upcycle
used masks into stackable stools. It requires a maker mindset to recognise and then convert the opportunity arising
out of COVID-19 pandemic that Kim saw in used masks.
Similarly, there are numerous opportunities in the green
economy, in waste management, but we have to be ready
to support entrepreneurs wanting to take advantage of
these opportunities. Is this not a way of getting more of
our population involved in the industrialisation journey –
manufacture something and scale it?
Marwala and Ndzendze argue that South Africa has
never industrialised, rather was manufacturing only by
the strictest definition. Regardless of whether it was
manufacturing or industrialisation, what remains is that
South Africa used to have a ‘maker’ culture or economy –
albeit only a small portion of the population was actively
participating in the economy.

The economy was more industrial sector
based than it is today, where the services
sector makes up more than 60% of our
economy, way above any other middleincome country in the world.
Efosa Ejoma, co-author of the book The
Prosperity Paradox, reflects on how Asian
countries built their economies from
efficiency innovations to market creating
innovations and notes that “Manufacture
cheap clothing, export it to wealthier
nations, and then capitalize on this sector
to industrialize further.” This is vital. A nation
cannot industrialise (have an economy
based on manufactured goods) until it can
make things. China, Korea, Japan, Finland,
and Germany are good examples of this.
Accordingly, it is imperative that South
Africa goes beyond the rhetoric and start
to action plans in a number of sectors,
and actually manufacture things. Should
we not revisit our textile sector? Perhaps
the agroprocessing sector could create
more jobs? Maybe we should look at
mineral beneficiation and downstream
manufacturing and value creation? We
have to start somewhere, also knowing that
at first, the quality may not be good and
reliable – but we learn from the feedback
from the market, to improve. There was
once a time when most regarded anything
manufactured in China as being of inferior
quality; today, that is not necessarily the
case. Therefore, I would encourage us to
throw enough mud on the wall and sooner
or enough some will start to stick – and
that is when we can start to see the real
benefits of having made a genuine start at
manufacturing.

IN MY ARTICLE ENTITLED “SCRAMBLE FOR COVID-19
VACCINE EXPOSES PITFALLS OF AFRICA’S LOW
INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT”
FIRST PUBLISHED IN THE DAILY MAVERICK 168
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER, I MADE A CASE FOR
BIOPHARMACEUTICALS MANUFACTURING, AS A
RESPONSE TO HEALTH CHALLENGES
FACING AFRICA.
In addition, I advocated for increasing investment in
research and development (R&D). However, it is important
to highlight that increased R&D investment on its own will
not get us out of the woods, unless we address the current
STI human capita, deficit. If not, the system will experience
R&D inefficiencies. We need appropriate STI human capital
to build and sustain manufacturing and competitiveness.
Building Manufacturing Capacity
Most Asian countries initially relied on cheap labour to
position themselves as manufacturing hubs. Almost all
of them used that initial advantage to inculcate a maker
culture, build higher-level STI skills that could provide
competitiveness in the future; and in some cases to facilitate
diffusion of foreign developed intellectual property to
build internal capacity. In the mid-1990s when I was doing
my MSc Engineering at Wits University, there were a lot
of Chinese and Turkish students on bursaries from their
governments, in our laboratory, to equip themselves with
mineral and materials processing technologies. No wonder
China has since moved to process raw materials imported
from Africa. Perhaps South Africa could adopt similar
strategies, be deliberate, and focus on building skills for the
future economy (i.e. 10 to 15 years’ time).
This could include secondments of personnel to companies
abroad for skills transfer; couple implementation of inbound technology transfer in desired sectors with skills
transfer; aligning expatriate skills to future needs; and
establishing in-house training centres at companies for this
purpose with incentives from Sectorial Education Training
Authorities (SETAs). In the long term, however, we need to
overhaul our education system, starting with primary and
secondary schools, placing more emphasis on mathematics
and science – training of teachers as much as that of learners.

MORE EMPHASIS WILL NEED TO BE PLACED ON DEVELOPING AN
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION FOCUSED CURRICULUM.
PATIENCE IS VITAL FOR THIS TO WORK, AS WE WOULD FEEL THE
IMPACT OF THIS IN 15 TO 20 YEARS WHEN THE LEARNERS CURRENTLY
AT PRIMARY SCHOOL ENTER THE JOB MARKET.
There is a need to also revisit the role of the Universities
of Technology and Technical and Vocational Education
and Training (TVET) Colleges. More emphasis needs to be
placed on trades and maker skills, similar to the Germans
do. It is comforting to hear President Cyril Ramaphosa say
that software coding will become a compulsory subject
at primary schools. We need to introduce maker subjects
as well – robotics, fabrication, and other related fields, and
dissect the maker opportunities offered by the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4IR), whilst deliberately investing
in appropriate human capital for us to capitalise on those
opportunities.
The Market Opportunity
The Agreement establishing the African Continental Free
Trade Area (AfCTA) offers numerous opportunities for
locally manufactured goods, as it seeks to promote intraAfrica trade. We need to understand the import patterns
of various African countries to identify manufacturing and
export opportunities. At the same time, we need to ensure
that locally manufactured goods are more affordable than
and just as attractive as those originating from outside
the continent are. Biopharmaceutical sector as well as
agroprocessing sectors are just but two sectors that I believe
South Africa could be a major player. There are immense
opportunities to also export South African intellectual
property and technology to other African countries, as
part of Africa expansion and localisation strategies, with
proceeds coming back to support growth of the businesses
here at home.
Boosting manufacturing and securing future economic
growth and competitiveness, has to be deliberate. We must
build a maker culture. Africa beckons and the question is
whether South Africa will live up to its presumed status as
an economic giant in the continent. Innovation and not aid,
is the answer to Africa’s development.
#MakeItCount!
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